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UNIFORM DUTY BELT TOURNIQUET HOLDERS

Features:
• Designed to meet the specific duty 

gear needs of law enforcement officers 
- for use on daily duty belt to fit within 
organizational uniform standards

• Securely fastens to your duty belt with 
easy one-handed access to allow you 
to take control of extreme medical 
situations in a matter of seconds

• Ideal for carrying the C-A-T® Gen 7 
but can also accommodate other 
popular windlass tourniquets

• Constructed with leather and high 
quality snaps to ensure secure 
placement on your duty belt and 
easy accessibility to your tourniquet

• Convenient clip (available in 
select finishes) allows the holder 
to be added to your belt without 
weaving or loop allows the holder 
to be added to your belt

Designed to meet the specific duty gear needs 
of law enforcement officers...
A tourniquet needs to be accessible and readily available for one-handed 
deployment in under a minute, 30 seconds if possible. To meet the specific duty 
gear needs of law enforcement officers, North American Rescue now offers leather 
C-A-T Holders for use on a daily duty belt and designed to fit within organizational 
uniform standards. Constructed with high quality leather or ballistic nylon and 
hardware, this premium tourniquet holder securely fastens to your duty belt for 
easy one-handed access to your tourniquet while empowering you to take control 
of extreme medical situations in just a matter of seconds. Choose the convenient 
clip that allows the holder to be added to your belt without weaving or loop that 
allows the holder to be added to your belt. It is ideal for carrying your C-A-T® Gen 
7 but can also accommodate other popular windlass tourniquets as well. 
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Dimensions:
• L 5.75 in. x W 2 in. x D 2 in.

• Weight: 3.2 oz.
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MATERIAL/FINISH SNAP ATT. ITEM# NSN#

Black Full Grain Silver Loop 30-0197 --

Black Full Grain Silver Clip 30-0193 --

Black High Gloss Silver Clip 30-0194 --

Black Full Grain Black Clip 30-0218 --

Black Basket Weave Black Clip 30-0214 --

Black Full Grain Gold Clip 30-0219 --
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